suggest that implementing simple procedures for estimating uncertainty will benefit 45 . Feb. 23, 2017; 3 researchers, and quantifying the shape of the dominance hierarchies will provide 46 new insights into the study organisms. 
INTRODUCTION

67
Many animal social structures are organized hierarchically, with some individuals -68 the dominants -monopolizing resources and therefore presumably monopolizing Thus, while cases where two or more methods closely match one-another could 118 signify that they are robust, this could also mean that they suffer from a common 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
169
Our general approach consisted of (i) generating artificial datasets containing We generated an artificial dataset containing 50 individuals whose ranks were ii. Simulating interactions within the group 196 We generated simulated datasets. In each interaction dataset, the outcome of the 197 dyadic interactions was determined by the specific hierarchy scenario implemented.
198
We used a probabilistic approach to generate a wide range of hierarchy scenarios of 199 different steepness. Specifically, we modelled the expected probability of winning for Hereafter this new method is referred to as "randomized Elo-rating", whereas its 270 predecessor is referred to as "original Elo-rating". 
iii.d. Estimating hierarchy uncertainty 274
Using the randomizing Elo-rating, one can further estimate the repeatability of the n 275 individual Elo-ratings. We explored repeatability using the same three scenarios 
RESULTS
298
Performance under different scenarios and sampling effort 299 We explored whether hierarchy steepness affects the performance of the method 300 using the original Elo-rating. The performance of all four methods increased 301 logarithmically with the ratio of interactions to individuals (Fig. 3 and 4) . In most 302 cases, the performance of the method reaches an asymptote after relatively few hierarchy (e.g. Fig. 3a) . In contrast, for non-existent hierarchies, the original Elo- 
The steepness of the hierarchy not only affected the amount of data required 322 to infer reliable dominance hierarchies, but also the overall ability to do so. In 323 general, the method performed well even when closely-ranked individuals both often 324 win contests. For example, even when the probability of the higher ranked individual 325 winning was only ca 0.55 for a difference in rank of 10 (Fig. 3b, a = 15 (Fig. 4c) . At intermediate levels of 334 steepness, we found that while all four methods had difficulties inferring the original 335 hierarchy, the methods differed markedly in performance (Fig. 4a,b) . Overall, David's 336 score performed best, closely followed by the randomized Elo-rating. By contrast, the 337 original Elo-rating performed relatively poorly, which is probably because the 
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The results of these simulations can also provide guidance on the number of 
388
The different hierarchy scenarios shown were created following equation 1. (Fig. 5a,b) . For very flat hierarchies, the rS stayed relatively stable and below a 401 threshold value of 0.35 (Fig. 6c) . For observational data, adding more interactions 402 into the analysis, and comparing two halves of the interaction dataset, is therefore an 403 informative method for determining whether more sampling effort is required.
404
We conclude that the higher both the randomized Elo-rating repeatability and 405 the rS between the two halves, the steeper the inferred dominance hierarchy is. We with increasingly more data as we have done in Fig. 6 ) and observing the shape of 
DISCUSSION
426
We tested the performance of four methods to infer dominance hierarchies from 427 dyadic interactions: David's score (David, 1987) , original Elo-rating (Elo, 1978) , (Fig. 4) . Previous studies already 476 indicated that the social structure of the group studied could affect the method of Additionally, we provide an improvement to the widely accepted original rating (Elo, 1978) . The original Elo-rating is an sequential method proposed for rating suggest that undecided interactions should always be reported but not necessarily 564 used when inferring dominance hierarchies. Third, in this study we focused on 565 inferring dominance hierarchies, i.e. we focus on ranks. However, David's score, and 566 the original and randomized Elo-ratings were originally developed for estimating 567 individual indices of (fighting) success. We believe that our suggestions can further 568 .
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help researchers aiming to study individual (fighting) success rather than dominance 569 hierarchies.
570
Conclusions
571
We have shown how sampling effort and the steepness of the underlying hierarchy 572 (a latent feature a priori unknown by the researcher) affect method performance. We 573 have suggested and provided with a new method, the randomized Elo-rating (R and that the guidelines we provide will help researchers aiming to study dominance 582 hierarchies. Finally, we hope that this work will help mitigating some of the problems 583 recently raised (Nakagawa & Parker, 2015) in the broader field of behavioural 584 research. 
RESOURCES
593
We provide all of the source code used for our data (Sánchez-Tójar, Schroeder, & 594 Farine, 2017). We also provide with a free R package to run our implementations 
